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Abstract

The latitudinal and temporal variation of atomic oxygen (O) is opposite between the empirical model, MSIS and the whole

atmosphere model, WACCM-X at 97-100 km. The [O] from WACCM-X has maxima at solstices and summer mid-high latitudes,

similar to [O] from SABER. We use the densities and dynamics from WACCM-X to drive the Global Ionosphere Thermosphere

Model (GITM) at its lower boundary, and compare it with the MSIS driven GITM. We focus on the differences in the modeling

of the thermospheric and ionospheric semiannual oscillation (T-I SAO). Our results reveal that driving GITM with WACCM-X

shifts the phase of T-I SAO to maximize around solstices. Nudging the dynamics in GITM towards WACCM-X, reduces the

amplitude of the oppositely-phased SAO but does not completely correct its phase. We find that during solstices, WACCM-X

driven GITM has a smaller temperature gradient between the hemispheres and weaker meridional and vertical winds in the

summer hemisphere. This leads to accumulation of [O] at lower latitudes due to weaker meridional transport, resulting in

solstitial maxima in global means. WACCM-X itself has the right phase of SAO in the upper thermosphere but wrong at lower

altitudes. The exact mechanisms that can correct the phase of SAO in IT models while using SABER-like [O] in the MLT

are currently unknown and warrant further investigation. We suggest mechanisms that can reduce the solstitial maxima in the

lower thermosphere, for example, stronger interhemispheric meridional winds, stronger residual circulation, seasonal variation

in eddy diffusion, and momentum from breaking gravity waves.
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Key Points:7

• GITM successfully reproduces the T-I SAO with equinoctial maxima, using both8

constant and MSIS [O] at lower boundary.9

• Atomic oxygen at ∼97-100 km from SABER has an SAO with maxima at solstices10

and at summer mid-high latitudes.11

• Using SABER-like [O] from WACCM-X at GITM lower boundary reverses the T-12

I SAO, because of solstitial accumulation of [O] at lower latitudes.13
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Abstract14

The latitudinal and temporal variation of atomic oxygen (O) is opposite between the em-15

pirical model, MSIS and the whole atmosphere model, WACCM-X at 97-100 km. The16

[O] from WACCM-X has maxima at solstices and summer mid-high latitudes, similar17

to [O] from SABER. We use the densities and dynamics from WACCM-X to drive the18

Global Ionosphere Thermosphere Model (GITM) at its lower boundary, and compare it19

with the MSIS driven GITM. We focus on the differences in the modeling of the ther-20

mospheric and ionospheric semiannual oscillation (T-I SAO). Our results reveal that driv-21

ing GITM with WACCM-X shifts the phase of T-I SAO to maximize around solstices.22

Nudging the dynamics in GITM towards WACCM-X, reduces the amplitude of the oppositely-23

phased SAO but does not completely correct its phase. We find that during solstices,24

WACCM-X driven GITM has a smaller temperature gradient between the hemispheres25

and weaker meridional and vertical winds in the summer hemisphere. This leads to ac-26

cumulation of [O] at lower latitudes due to weaker meridional transport, resulting in sol-27

stitial maxima in global means. WACCM-X itself has the right phase of SAO in the up-28

per thermosphere but wrong at lower altitudes. The exact mechanisms that can correct29

the phase of SAO in IT models while using SABER-like [O] in the MLT are currently30

unknown and warrant further investigation. We suggest mechanisms that can reduce the31

solstitial maxima in the lower thermosphere, for example, stronger interhemispheric merid-32

ional winds, stronger residual circulation, seasonal variation in eddy diffusion, and mo-33

mentum from breaking gravity waves.34

1 Introduction35

The Earth’s atmosphere is an open system with complex interplay between inter-36

nal and external drivers resulting in complicated non-linear coupling mechanisms. The37

region above 100 km is usually referred to as the Earth’s upper atmosphere with the neu-38

tral thermosphere coexisting with the partly ionized ionosphere. Both the thermosphere39

and ionosphere exhibit several periodic variations in densities and temperature ranging40

across many time scales from minutes to a few years (Rishbeth, 2007). These include vari-41

ations due to gravity waves (e.g. Bruinsma & Forbes, 2008; Miyoshi et al., 2014), tides42

(e.g. Forbes et al., 2009; Hagan et al., 2009), planetary waves (Sassi et al., 2016), annual43

and semiannual oscillation (e.g. Jones Jr., Emmert, et al., 2018), quasi-biennial oscil-44

lation (e.g. Malhotra et al., 2016), and 11-year solar cycle (e.g. J. T. Emmert et al., 2008;45

Burns et al., 2015). Amongst the long term variations, the thermospheric and ionospheric46

annual oscillation (T-I AO) and the semiannual oscillation (T-I SAO) have the largest47

magnitudes and were initially observed in neutral densities derived from satellite drag48

measurements by Paetzold and Zschörner (1961). The global T-I AO has a minimum49

in neutral densities in July and has partially been attributed to the changing distance50

between the Sun and the Earth (Volland et al., 1972), and is still under investigation.51

In this study, we mainly focus on the T-I SAO. We will briefly review some of the pi-52

oneering works on T-I SAO in the following section.53

1.1 Previous Work54

The global T-I SAO has maxima in April and October and minima in January and55

July, and was initially attributed to the semiannual effect of geomagnetic activity (Paetzold56

& Zschörner, 1961). However, the SAO in geomagnetic activity itself was not well un-57

derstood at the time (e.g. Bartels, 1932; Boller & Stolov, 1970). Amongst many theo-58

ries, the Russell-McPherron (R-M) effect (C. T. Russell & McPherron, 1973) has been59

studied widely to explain the semiannual variation in geomagnetic activity. In this mech-60

anism, during equinoxes, the magnetic field of the Sun in the ecliptic plane has larger61

southward magnitude at Earth in the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordi-62

nates, resulting in stronger reconnection events. Walterscheid (1982) suggested that the63

semiannual variation in temperature (Joule Heating) due to R-M effect is responsible for64
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the globally averaged SAO in mass density. After Paetzold and Zschörner (1961), sev-65

eral other studies observed the SAO signature in O/N2, atomic oxygen (O), tempera-66

ture and the ionospheric F2 layer (e.g. King-Hele, 1966, 1967; King-Hele & Kingston,67

1968; Jacchia et al., 1969; T. J. Fuller-Rowell, 1998; Rishbeth et al., 2000; Rishbeth &68

Mendillo, 2001). The amplitude of the global T-I SAO has been recorded to be ∼15%69

in mass density at 400 km and ionospheric Total Electron Content (TEC) relative to the70

global annual average (J. Emmert, 2015; Jones Jr. et al., 2017). The T-I SAO was ini-71

tially reproduced using temperature variations by the Jacchia series of thermospheric mod-72

els (Jacchia, 1965, 1970). However, it was later observed that the temperature variations73

could not completely explain the SAO amplitude in thermospheric density and compo-74

sition at solar minimum (G. Cook & Scott, 1966; G. Cook, 1967; G. E. Cook, 1969b).75

G. E. Cook (1969a) reported on the SAO in mass density at 90 km using rocket data and76

suggested that the source of T-I SAO is possibly in the mesosphere or the stratosphere.77

Jacchia (1971) and Jacchia (1977) later updated their thermospheric model such that78

the T-I SAO was considered as a density variation rather than purely a temperature vari-79

ation.80

An internal thermospheric mechanism called the ’thermospheric spoon’ (TSM) was81

proposed by T. J. Fuller-Rowell (1998) using the Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Model82

(CTIM) (T. Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996). According to this mechanism, at solstices, due83

to the tilt of the Earth, the temperature gradient between the two hemispheres results84

in a global-scale, summer-to-winter interhemispheric circulation. It is also marked by up-85

welling in the summer and downwelling in the winter. This circulation acts as a large-86

eddy resulting in a much more mixed thermosphere and a smaller scale height during87

solstices. Jones Jr., Emmert, et al. (2018) showed using controlled simulations of Ther-88

mosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIME-89

GCM) that the magnitude of SAO reduces to 2% relative to the annual average when90

the tilt of the Earth is reduced to 0◦, thus proving that the obliquity of the Earth is the91

largest factor for the SAO in the Earth’s upper atmosphere. The TSM also results in larger92

densities of lighter species, such as atomic oxygen and helium, in the winter hemisphere93

(Mayr & Volland, 1972; Mayr et al., 1978; Cageao & Kerr, 1984; T. J. Fuller-Rowell, 1998;94

Rishbeth & Müller-Wodarg, 1999) via vertical and horizontal transport. The lifetime of95

O increases to several months in the MLT. As a result, it becomes susceptible to dynamic96

effects above the MLT region (Brasseur & Solomon, 1984). Higher [O] in the winter have97

been observed at altitudes as low as 140 km (Grossmann et al., 2000). Sutton (2016) showed98

that the meridional transport of lighter species is linked with vertical upwelling and down-99

welling in the two hemispheres, along with horizontal divergence and identified these as100

the primary mechanisms for the accumulation of light species at high winter latitudes.101

As stated above, the IT system has many external drivers. One such driver is the102

lower atmosphere. Soon after its discovery in the upper thermosphere, the SAO was found103

in the lower thermosphere and near the mesopause (e.g. G. E. Cook, 1969b, 1969a; King-104

Hele & Kingston, 1968; King-Hele & Walker, 1969; Groves, 1972). Waves propagating105

up from the lower atmosphere can couple linearly and non-linearly with the background106

atmosphere or with each other and significantly affect the T-I SAO (Newell, 1966; Vol-107

land et al., 1972). Eddy diffusion has historically been used in atmospheric models to108

parametrize the effects of subgrid-scale gravity wave mixing and breaking on the back-109

ground densities, temperature and winds (Hodges, 1969). Qian et al. (2009) and Qian110

et al. (2013) using Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation Model111

(TIE-GCM) observed that the magnitude of SAO in neutral densities, composition, and112

peak electron density and height can be improved by introducing a seasonal variation113

in the eddy diffusion parameter (Kzz) at the lower boundary of the model, with a pri-114

mary maximum during summer and minima during the equinoxes. A larger value of Kzz115

in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) during the solstices will result in higher116

concentration of molecular species and lower concentration of lighter species, thus, de-117

creasing the O/N2, mean scale height, and total density in the thermosphere. The am-118
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plitude of SAO in Kzz has been under investigation by G. Swenson et al. (2018) and G. R. Swen-119

son et al. (2019). It has recently been realized that the Kzz by Qian et al. (2009) rep-120

resents net cumulative coupling from the lower atmosphere (see Jones Jr. et al. (2017))121

as Salinas et al. (2016) found the amplitude of SAO in Kzz derived from SABER CO2122

to be much smaller.123

In fact, Jones Jr. et al. (2017) pointed out that Kzz due to gravity waves may not124

be a primary driver for SAO in the lower thermosphere but may only affect the phase125

of SAO. Tidal dissipation from the lower thermosphere also affects the T-I SAO (Siskind126

et al., 2014; Jones Jr. et al., 2017). Jones Jr. et al. (2017) used TIME-GCM to analyze127

the contribution of different terms in the globally averaged O continuity equation. They128

found that the SAO in [O] is forced by a cumulative effect of the advective, tidal and dif-129

fusive transport of O. O is the major species above 200 km, therefore, any long-term vari-130

ations are directly manifested in neutral and ionospheric densities in the upper atmo-131

sphere. Jones Jr., Emmert, et al. (2018) suggested that the upper mesospheric O chem-132

istry might play an important role in the return branch of the thermospheric spoon cir-133

culation, but recently showed its effects to be negligible on the T-I SAO amplitude (Jones Jr.134

et al., 2021). Qian et al. (2017) and Qian and Yue (2017) showed that lower thermospheric135

winter-to-summer residual circulation can also affect the amount of upwelling and down-136

welling at higher latitudes, thereby affecting the T-I SAO.137

1.2 Scope and Approach138

First principles IT models such as TIE-GCM (Richmond et al., 1992) and Global139

Ionosphere Thermosphere Model (GITM) (Ridley et al., 2006) have been widely used140

to study the contribution of the lower atmosphere to T-I SAO (e.g. Qian et al., 2009,141

2013; Salinas et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017). This is because their lower boundaries are142

at roughly 95 km or slightly above, therefore providing an opportunity to study the ef-143

fect of different (imposed) lower boundary assumptions. Another category of models are144

the whole atmosphere models, e.g. Whole Atmosphere Model (WAM) and Whole At-145

mosphere Community Climate Model with thermosphere and ionosphere extension (WACCM-146

X), that simulate the entire atmospheric column (i.e., ground-to-space) and thus include147

physical and chemical processes that IT models do not have. These models are invalu-148

able in understanding the coupling of lower atmospheric phenomena and the IT system.149

The use of both types of models has the potential to significantly advance our under-150

standing of the contribution of the lower atmosphere to the IT system. The coupling of151

the lower atmosphere with an IT model can be achieved through multiple mechanisms,152

for example, by specifying large-scale MLT winds, densities and temperatures at the lower153

boundary, by introducing variations in eddy diffusion parameter, and by including mi-154

grating and non-migrating tides (and other waves) in the state variables.155

The motivation for this study is to better understand how the T-I SAO is controlled156

by the [O] and winds distribution in the MLT region. It is important because the vari-157

ations due to dynamics in the lower thermosphere map to higher altitudes via diffusive158

equilibrium (Picone et al., 2013). This goal is achieved through the alteration of GITM’s159

lower boundary, which is typically specified by the empirical model, Mass Spectrome-160

ter and Incoherent Scatter Radar Model (MSIS). However, there is a huge uncertainty161

regarding the dynamics, turbulence, neutral densities near the lower boundary of GITM.162

This is because, the lower boundary of GITM is in the MLT at ∼97 km, which lacks long-163

term, global observations. Therefore, in order to improve the SAO, we use the whole at-164

mosphere model, WACCM-X as the lower boundary for GITM and compare the effect165

on the T-I SAO relative to MSIS driven GITM. There is evidence that since WACCM-166

X includes the physical mechanisms of the lower atmosphere, it best represents the MLT167

state and thus the thermosphere more accurately (Dunker et al., 2015; McDonald et al.,168

2015; J. Liu et al., 2018; Qian et al., 2018; Huba & Liu, 2020). The use of WACCM-X169

is also motivated by different spatial and temporal variations of [O] in the lower ther-170
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mosphere between MSIS and WACCM-X. The opposite latitudinal distribution in MSIS171

as compared to SABER data and WACCM-X has been previously studied (Malhotra et172

al., 2020). At ∼95-100 km, MSIS shows a winter maxima, whereas SABER and WACCM-173

X show summer maxima (J. P. Russell et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2010; Sheese et al., 2011;174

Malhotra et al., 2020). Moreover, the global mean of [O] within WACCM-X in the MLT175

is almost 180◦ out-of-phase with MSIS. We investigate the effects of these opposite lat-176

itudinal and temporal [O] variations on the T-I SAO. We also study the effects of hav-177

ing no SAO at the lower boundary, and the effects of constraining the dynamics in the178

lower thermosphere towards WACCM-X.179

2 Methodology180

2.1 Models181

2.1.1 Global Ionosphere Thermosphere Model (GITM)182

GITM is a physics based first principles model developed at the University of Michi-183

gan by Ridley et al. (2006) that self-consistently solves the Navier Stokes equations for184

neutral, ion, electron densities, dynamics, and temperatures in the IT region. It uses a185

three dimensional spherical grid with longitude, latitude and altitude as the coordinate186

system with the lower boundary in the MLT at ∼97 km and the upper boundary at ∼500-187

600 km. In its default mode, MSIS and Horizontal Wind Model (HWM) are used for ini-188

tial and lower boundary conditions. The IT state in GITM depends on the external drivers189

of the model, such as solar Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) inputs, solar wind parameters,190

energetic electron precipitation, and high latitude electrical fields. It can couple with other191

empirical and physics based estimates for these inputs. In the configuration used in this192

study, GITM uses the Weimer model (Weimer, 2005) for high-latitude potential, Flare193

Irradiance Spectral Model (FISM) EUV model (Chamberlin et al., 2008) for estimates194

of solar irradiance at different wavelengths and NOAA POES hemispheric power-driven195

model (T. J. Fuller-Rowell & Evans, 1987) for estimates of energetic particle precipita-196

tion. The version of HWM used in this study is HWM14 (Drob et al., 2015).The GITM197

simulations in this study have a resolution of 2◦ × 4◦ (latitude×longitude), and roughly198

a third of scale height in altitude.199

2.1.2 Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model with Thermosphere200

and Ionosphere Extension (WACCM-X)201

WACCM-X is a whole atmosphere model that is built on top of the Whole Atmo-202

sphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) and covers the atmospheric region from203

the surface to the 500-700 km (H. Liu et al., 2010; H.-L. Liu et al., 2018). WACCM it-204

self is built on top of the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) (Lin, 2004) and is a205

part of Community Earth System Model (CESM). WACCM-X uses a conventional spa-206

tial grid of latitude, longitude and pressure. It includes self-consistent neutral dynam-207

ics, electrodynamics, F-region ion transport and solves for ion/electron temperatures.208

Gravity waves are parameterized from both orographic and non-orographic sources and209

thus can be used for studying the coupling of IT system with both geomagnetic drivers210

and the lower atmosphere (H.-L. Liu et al., 2018). In this study, we use WACCM-X 2.0211

in the Specified Dynamics (SD) configuration in our simulations and will refer to it sim-212

ply as WACCM-X. In the SD configuration, temperature, winds and surface pressure in213

the troposphere and stratosphere are specified from the Modern Era Retrospective Anal-214

ysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) dataset (Rienecker et al., 2011). The sim-215

ulations used in this study have a horizontal resolution of 1.9◦ × 2.5◦ (latitude×longitude).216

Here we use the hourly averaged WACCM-X output files. WACCM-X outputs the217

mixing ratios of different species on a pressure grid with temperature, altitude, and winds.218

Total number density is derived from pressure and temperature using the ideal gas law.219
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Vertical motion (ω) is output in the units of Pa/s and is converted to vertical wind, W220

in m/s as follows :221

W = − ω

ρg
, (1)

where ρ is the total mass density and g is the acceleration due to gravity (assumed con-222

stant with altitude). Since GITM uses an altitude grid, the WACCM-X total number223

density is logarithmically interpolated to an altitude grid in each grid cell. This altitude224

grid is uniformally defined from 95 km to 152.5 km. Other parameters such as mixing225

ratios, temperature and winds are linearly interpolated onto this altitude grid. The mix-226

ing ratios and total number densities are then multiplied to output the number density227

for each species on this new grid.228

2.1.3 Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar Model229

The MSIS-class models (Hedin et al., 1977; Hedin, 1983, 1987, 1991) are empiri-230

cal models of composition, temperature, and neutral density of Earth’s atmosphere, de-231

rived from ground, rocket and satellite-based measurements. MSISE-86 covers the al-232

titude region from 90 km to the exobase, while MSISE-90 has the lower boundary at the233

surface. These models were a significant improvement over the Jacchia-class models, which234

were also empirical models that estimated total mass density from orbital decay of ob-235

jects that flew from 1961-1970 (Jacchia, 1965, 1970, 1971). NRLMSISE-00 (Picone et236

al., 2002) also extends from the ground to the exobase and includes additional data span-237

ning 1965-1983 from the Jacchia models. This includes data from satellite accelerom-238

eters, incoherent scatter radars, mass spectrometers, solar ultraviolet occultation, and239

drag measurements up to the mid-to-late 1990s. It also contains more data covering high240

latitudes and extreme cases of geomagnetic forcing. In this study, we use NRLMSISE-241

00 for the lower boundary condition in GITM. A new, improved NRLMSIS 2.0 model242

(J. T. Emmert et al., 2020), that ingests SABER [O] measurements has recently been243

released, and much better represents MLT [O]. At the time of writing this manuscript,244

all the simulations were already completed with the NRLMSISE-00. We do plan to change245

the lower boundary in GITM to NRLMSIS 2.0 in the future. In this manuscript, we will246

refer to NRLMSISE-00 simply as MSIS.247

2.2 GITM Simulations248

The GITM simulations used in this study are for 2010 and use measured time-varying249

geospace indices to specify high-latitude and solar EUV drivers so that the results can250

be validated against observational datasets. This year was chosen because it was a ge-251

omagnetically quiet year during a solar minimum, which emphasizes the lower atmospheric252

effects on the upper thermosphere. The lower boundary of GITM is controlled by two253

ghost cells in altitude below 100 km which are filled with densities, temperatures and254

winds. These are then used in the solvers for the first couple of lower cells in GITM, so255

that they control the dynamics in these cells. Table 1 summarizes these simulations. All256

these simulations use a Kzz value of 300 m2/s that is constant with time.257

The default configuration is the G/MSIS simulation. In this configuration, for neu-258

tral densities, only the second ghost cell nearest to 100 km is specified from MSIS. For259

the first cell, a hydrostatic solution for most neutral densities is projected from the sec-260

ond cell so as to not drive constant non-zero acceleration. [O] and T are specified from261

MSIS and kept the same in both the cells. Horizontal winds are specified by HWM in262

the second cell and determined in the first cell similar to densities using the gradients263

from cells above. Since HWM only has horizontal winds, the vertical velocity for all species264

is determined in both the cells so as to have zero flux through the lower boundary, i.e.,265

the value in the first (second) ghost cell is the opposite of the value in the second (first)266

real cell. In the second simulation, G/NOSAO, we use GITM in its default configura-267

tion, but MSIS has the AO and SAO flags turned off for both symmetrical and asym-268
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metrical components. The horizontal winds in the second cell are zero. In the first cell,269

they are non-zero and determined as discussed above.270

In the third simulation, G/WX, we use WACCM-X as the lower boundary condi-271

tion. For densities, similar to the default configuration, values are specified in the sec-272

ond cell only and hydrostatic condition is enforced in the first cell. [O] is same in both273

the cells. However, for winds (including the vertical winds) and temperatures, values are274

specified in both the cells from WACCM-X. Thus, there is a vertical flux of winds and275

temperature in this simulation, resembling more realistic atmospheric conditions.276

In the fourth simulation, G/NUDGE, the lower boundary conditions are identical277

to the G/WX simulation, but from 100 km to 140 km, GITM winds (full dynamical fields)278

are nudged towards WACCM-X winds. The vertical weighting function (ζ) for the nudg-279

ing is similar to that used by Maute et al. (2015) and is as follows :280

ζ = cos2
[
π

2

(
z − zlb

zmax − zlb

)]
, (2)

where zlb and zmax are 100 km and 140 km, respectively. The nudging technique is sim-281

ilar to that used by Wang et al. (2017) :282

X(λ, θ, z, t) = (1− αζ(z))XG(λ, θ, z, t) + αζ(z)XW (λ, θ, z, t), (3)

where X represents zonal wind, meridional wind and vertical wind fields. XG and XW283

represents the model fields from GITM and WACCM-X, respectively. In this technique,284

the GITM fields are constrained by the dynamics fields of equation 3. The use of ver-285

tical profile implies that nudging is the strongest at 100 km and weakest at 140 km. This286

allows for a smooth transition from WACCM-X lower thermospheric dynamics to GITM287

dynamics in this simulation. α represents the relaxation factor and was discussed in de-288

tail by Jones Jr., Drob, et al. (2018), and is defined as -289

α = G∆t, (4)

where G represents the inverse of relaxation time. α=1, implies that GITM fields are290

overwritten at every model time-step. Here we use a relaxation time of 60s. The model291

time-step, ∆t in GITM varies and is on average ∼2s. This implies α would on average292

have a value of ∼0.03.293

2.3 Datasets294

We use a number of different datasets to validate the phase and amplitude of T-295

I SAO produced by the different simulations.296

2.3.1 Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiom-297

etry (SABER)298

SABER is an instrument on NASA’s Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere En-299

ergetics Dynamics (TIMED) satellite. SABER provides global vertical profiles of tem-300

perature, pressure, geopotential height, volume mixing ratios, volume emission rates, and301

cooling and heating rates for several trace species in the MLT region (Mlynczak, 1996,302

1997; Russell III et al., 1999; Yee, 2003). The version of the dataset used in this study303

is V2.0 (Panka et al., 2018). We use 10-year averaged [O] data to understand its tem-304

poral and spatial distribution at 97 km. Averages for each year are derived by binning305

the data into a day of the year and latitude grid. Then, 10 years of data are averaged306

together.307

2.3.2 Global Ultra-Violet Imager (GUVI)308

GUVI is a UV spectrograph with primary objectives of measuring thermospheric309

composition, temperature, and high-latitude particle precipitation (Paxton et al., 1999;310
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Christensen et al., 2003; Yee, 2003). In this study, we use the height-integrated O/N2311

derived from GUVI measurements. Integrated O/N2 is defined as the ratio of integrated312

O to N2 column densities, from the top of the atmosphere as defined by a model or the313

altitude of the satellite, downward until the altitude where the N2 column integrated den-314

sity reaches 1021 m−2 (Strickland et al., 1995). We will henceforth refer to it simply as315

O/N2. In this study, we use the global average for 2010. It is derived by binning the data316

into a day of the year and latitude grid. We use the level 3 GUVI data product.317

2.3.3 TIMED Doppler Interferometer (TIDI)318

TIDI is a Fabry-Perot interferometer that measures global horizontal winds in the319

MLT region (Yee, 2003). In this study, we use TIDI data for 2010 to validate the merid-320

ional winds in the lower thermosphere. A 60-day average is determined after binning the321

data into an altitude and latitude grid. Level 3 vector data is used here.322

2.3.4 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)323

GNSS data is used to determine the line-integrated ionospheric electron density by324

measuring the propagation time difference between two different radio frequencies (Vierinen325

et al., 2016). The measurements are scaled by 1016m−2, also referred to as total elec-326

tron content (TEC) units. This slant ionospheric TEC is converted into vertical total327

electron content (VTEC) by using a scaling factor proportional to the elevation angle328

of the satellite from the receiver (Vierinen et al., 2016). The data that we use here has329

a spatial resolution of 1◦× 1◦ and a temporal resolution of 30 minutes. In this study, we330

use the global mean TEC for 2010 for validation of the ionospheric SAO. It is derived331

by binning the data into a day of the year and latitude grid.332

2.3.5 Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) and Gravity Recov-333

ery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)334

CHAMP and GRACE are low-earth orbit satellites with a primary objective of mak-335

ing accurate measurements of Earth’s gravity field. They have highly accurate accelerom-336

eters that have been widely used to derive neutral density measurements from atmospheric337

drag measurements. In this study, we use neutral mass density datasets from 2007-2010338

from these satellites to validate the mass density SAO in the upper thermosphere. Av-339

erages for each year were derived by binning the data into a day of year and latitude grid.340

2.3.6 Emmert Dataset341

J. T. Emmert (2015) studied the trends in globally averaged neutral mass density342

from 1967-2013. This dataset is derived from the orbits of ∼5000 objects between the343

altitude of 200-600 km (J. T. Emmert, 2009). This data has a resolution of 3-6 days with344

daily relative accuracy of ∼2% and absolute accuracy of 10%. In this study, we use the345

derived density data for 2010 at 400 km. We will henceforth refer to this dataset sim-346

ply as ’Emmert ρ’ or ’Emmert dataset’.347

3 Results348

3.1 Motivation349

Figure 1 shows the normalized integrated O/N2, integrated vertical TEC and mass350

density (ρ) for G/NOSAO and G/MSIS simulations, compared with different observa-351

tional datasets and empirical models for 2010. The thin lines are the daily averages for352

all data, and the thicker lines indicate fitted values. The fitted curves are derived by fit-353

ting a least squares annual and semiannual variation to the data. The red vertical lines354
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indicate the solstices and equinoxes. All the values are normalized as specified below,355

vnorm =
v − v
v
× 100, (5)

where v represents the global annual average of value, v (where v is ρ, TEC or O/N2).356

In Figure 1a, an SAO with equinoctial maxima and an amplitude of 18% (with respect357

to its annual average) is observed in the GUVI O/N2 data. The amplitude of SAO for358

different data are determined by fitting a semiannual variation. Since, O/N2 is an in-359

tegrated value, it largely reflects the lower IT state at ∼140 km, as the densities decrease360

exponentially with altitude (Yu et al., 2020). G/NOSAO shows smaller SAO amplitude361

as compared to G/MSIS, which is in better agreement with the GUVI data and pure MSIS,362

thus demonstrating the importance of appropriate lower boundary SAO. The amplitude363

of SAO for GUVI is larger than that of MSIS. We can also compare the SAO phase of364

different simulations by analyzing their day of maxima and minima. The phase of both365

the simulations agrees well with the observations.366

Figure 1b shows the TEC for the two simulations compared with GNSS data. TEC367

being an integrated quantity has the largest contribution from the peak electron den-368

sity altitude at ∼250-300 km. The amplitude of SAO in GNSS TEC data is ∼13%, which369

is consistent with the climatological value calculated by J. T. Emmert et al. (2014) . This370

is much less than that observed in GUVI O/N2. Similar to Figure 1a, using MSIS as the371

lower boundary increases the SAO amplitude in GITM. There is also a small phase dif-372

ference between the simulations and the GPS data, with GITM leading (peak earlier in373

the year) the data during March and June. G/MSIS lags behind the G/NOSAO, and374

is in better agreement with the phase of GNSS data.375

Figure 1c shows the mass densities at ∼400 km for both the simulations compared376

with those from the CHAMP and GRACE satellites (normalized at 400 km). The den-377

sities for CHAMP and GRACE are averaged between 2007-2010 because of data gaps378

in 2010. We also show values from the Emmert dataset and the MSIS empirical model.379

In this altitude region, G/NOSAO and G/MSIS show agreement in both the SAO phase380

and amplitude. CHAMP and GRACE mass densities also agree well with each other.381

The largest disagreement is in the phase of the SAO. Both the model simulations lead382

the observations and empirical model, especially during June and September. Compar-383

ing with the Emmert data, GITM simulations have smaller deviations from the mean.384

An equinoctial asymmetry is also prominent in ρ and not in O/N2 and TEC, hinting at385

its origin in the middle-upper thermosphere. MSIS, Emmert data and GITM simulations386

have larger (smaller) densities during September (March) equinox, whereas CHAMP and387

GRACE have smaller (larger) values during this time. A similar observation was made388

by Lei et al. (2012) in the CHAMP and GRACE data, namely that the densities are larger389

during March than those around September during periods of high and moderate solar390

actvitiy. Since CHAMP and GRACE data are averaged for 2007-2010, it is possible it391

does not accurately represent the thermospheric state during a geomagnetic quiet time392

(2010 for our purposes).393

Note the phase of GUVI and GNSS data leads the CHAMP data, indicating that394

there is a phase progression in the T-I SAO with altitude that GITM is unable to cap-395

ture. For example, GUVI and GPS data show a September maxima closer to equinox396

(day 266), whereas, the September maximum for CHAMP ρ is around day 280-300. More-397

over, the phase progression with altitude is not uniform for different times of the year,398

and is more prominent during June and September. This is different from the inference399

by Yue et al. (2019) as they observed that the phase of the SAO in height-resolved O/N2400

stays the same between the lower and upper thermosphere. An annual asymmetry is also401

quite noticeable for all the parameters shown in Figure 1. Lower O/N2, TEC, and ρ are402

observed at June solstice as compared to the December solstice.403
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These results reveal that GITM is able to reproduce SAO in the IT region with-404

out necessarily having an SAO at the lower boundary, but with lower amplitude and lead-405

ing phase. This is not necessarily the case with other ionosphere-thermosphere models406

whose lower boundaries are between 95-100 km (e.g., TIE-GCM see Qian et al. (2009)407

and Jones Jr. et al. (2021)). In the absence of a composition or eddy diffusion SAO im-408

posed at the model lower boundary, the only major driver of the SAO is the thermospheric409

spoon mechanism. The disagreements in the amplitude and phase might be due to the410

contribution from the lower atmosphere. In the next section, we discuss the distribution411

of [O] in the MLT.412

3.2 Lower Boundary Conditions413

Figures 2a and 2b show 10-year averaged O number density from SABER at 85 km414

and 97 km, while Figures 2c and 2d show the area-weighted global averages at each al-415

titude. The global averages are only for the latitude region spanning ±55◦ because of416

missing data at high latitudes. Using a longer term average for satellite data reduces bi-417

ases due to incomplete longitudinal sampling, tidal phases, missing data, etc, thus in-418

creasing the statistical significance.419

The latitudinal distribution of [O] reverses between the two altitudes, consistent420

with what Smith et al. (2010) showed using an earlier version of the SABER [O] data.421

At 85 km, the higher latitudes show an annual variation with larger [O] during winter.422

This is because of the gravity wave induced summer-to-winter meridional circulation in423

the mesosphere, and downwelling in winter (e.g. Lindzen, 1981; Holton, 1983; Garcia &424

Solomon, 1985). The lower latitudes show an SAO with maxima around the equinoxes425

which is similar to the mesospheric semiannual oscillation (MSAO) in zonal winds in the426

equatorial mesosphere (Garcia et al., 1997). The SAO in zonal winds has been found to427

be driven by momentum deposition by gravity waves that are selectively filtered by the428

stratospheric winds (Burrage et al., 1996). However, the mechanism for the SAO at 85429

km in [O] is still under investigation. The lifetime of O in this altitude region is too short430

to be affected by a wind circulation of such a long period. Smith et al. (2010) suggested431

that the seasonal variation in the amplitude of the migrating diurnal tide might be a more432

likely source. It was demonstrated by Jones Jr. et al. (2014) that tides induce a net in-433

crease in [O] during equinoxes close to the equator via tidally induced advective trans-434

port. Figure 2c shows that at 85 km, the global average is dominated by the SAO with435

maxima closer to the equinoxes. This is because the high latitude AO in both the hemi-436

spheres is out of phase and cancels out, which then reinforces the lower latitudinal SAO437

in the global means.438

At 97 km, the AO at higher latitudes reverses with larger [O] during the summer439

(J. P. Russell et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2010; Sheese et al., 2011; Malhotra et al., 2020).440

The mechanism responsible for these summer maxima is still under investigation (Smith441

et al., 2010; Qian et al., 2017; Rezac et al., 2015; Malhotra et al., 2020). The effect of442

this reversal on the upper thermosphere was discussed by Malhotra et al. (2020). It can443

also be observed that the SAO at 97 km at lower latitudes is almost non-existent, and444

is smaller than that observed by Smith et al. (2010). This difference might arise because445

of different years that are included in the averages or different versions of SABER data.446

In Figure 2d, a small intra-annual variation is observed with maxima around solstices447

in the global mean [O]. The high latitude AO in the two hemispheres do not completely448

cancel each other out, resulting in net maxima closer to the solstices. It should be noted449

that these plots represent averaged values over a 10 year period. The global averages for450

individual years can have deviations from this average. The amplitude of smoothed intra-451

annual variation is ∼20% at 85 km and decreases to <∼3% at 97 km. Note that if high452

latitude SABER data is also included in the calculation of global average [O], this am-453

plitude increases and SAO peaks a little later in the year.454
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Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the latitudinal distribution of [O] at ∼97 km for MSIS455

and WACCM-X in 2010, respectively. WACCM-X shows more temporal and spatial vari-456

ations, which is indicative of atmospheric variations including gravity waves, non-migrating457

tides, and planetary waves propagating up from the lower atmosphere. The latitudinal458

distribution of [O] in WACCM-X matches better with the SABER data at 97 km in Fig-459

ure 2b. Both show annual variation at higher latitudes with maxima in summer and min-460

ima in winter. MSIS, on the other hand, has higher [O] during winter. This is because461

the [O] for MSIS in the MLT is extrapolated from higher altitudes assuming mixed equi-462

librium below the turbopause (∼105 km) with a correction factor for chemistry and dy-463

namics. The version of MSIS used here, NRLMSISE-00 did not have [O] observations464

in the MLT region as SABER had not been launched when it was created. Most of the465

observations in this region are of neutral densities and temperature from rockets and in-466

coherent scatter radars. Therefore, the correction factors in MSIS do not account for the467

processes responsible for high latitude summer [O] in the MLT. The summer MLT max-468

imum in [O] at high latitudes is better represented in MSIS2.0 (see Figure 11 of J. T. Em-469

mert et al. (2020)). At low latitudes, WACCM-X and MSIS show a larger amplitude SAO470

than what SABER observed. A possible explanation for this might be the larger uncer-471

tainty in SABER [O] at these altitudes (Mlynczak et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013).472

Figure 3c compares the area-weighted global mean [O] for MSIS, WACCM-X and473

SABER data at 97 km. The [O] for MSIS and WACCM-X is for 2010, whereas the SABER474

data is the average for 2002-2011 shown previously in Figure 2d. The global mean [O]475

for both SABER and WACCM-X shows an SAO with maxima closer to solstices, whereas476

[O] for MSIS shows an SAO with 180 degree phase shift (maxima around equinoxes). In477

MSIS, the high latitude AO in both the hemispheres cancels out with each other result-478

ing in minima at solstices. For WACCM-X, at equinoxes, low [O] at high latitudes re-479

sult in minima at equinoxes relative to solstices. The SAO amplitude is lower and also480

in agreement between WACCM-X and SABER. The overall magnitude of [O] for SABER481

however exceeds that of both MSIS and WACCM-X. Note, MSIS2.0 [O] at 97 km are482

roughly a factor of 2 higher than what is shown in Figure 3c (see J. T. Emmert et al.483

(2020) Figures 11-13).484

Since the latitudinal distribution of [O] for WACCM-X is similar to SABER, the485

lower boundary of GITM was changed to WACCM-X in 2010 to assess its effects on the486

T-I SAO. We cannot directly use SABER at the lower boundary of GITM because of487

the lack of measurements at high latitudes. As specified in Section 2, we also use other488

parameters from WACCM-X in GITM. The temporal and latitudinal variation for these489

parameters are not much different between MSIS and WACCM-X, and are shown in the490

supporting information. Therefore, our results primarily signify the implications of dif-491

ferent [O] distribution at the lower boundary. In the next few sections, we will analyze492

the results of different simulations, starting with a comparison of meridional winds in493

the thermosphere.494

3.3 Dynamics495

Figure 4 shows the 16-day averaged meridional winds for HWM, WACCM-X and496

different GITM simulations at June solstice (June 21±8 days). We take a multi-day av-497

erage to eliminate short term variations due to tides and planetary waves, such that the498

winds in this figure represent background meridional winds. All GITM simulations show499

a higher altitude summer-to-winter thermospheric circulation starting from around ∼140500

km which roughly agrees with HWM and WACCM-X winds. Both HWM and WACCM-501

X although have larger wind speeds at summer high latitudes. However, the wind pat-502

terns in the lower thermosphere are different between the different models. In the lower503

thermosphere, between 100-120 km, two equatorward circulation cells are observed in504

G/NOSAO, G/MSIS, and G/WX simulations. These circulation cells are observed in505

GITM throughout the year and were shown to be driven by the centrifugal force (Malhotra506
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et al., 2020). Comparing Figures 4d and 4e, we see that changing the lower boundary507

from MSIS to WACCM-X affects the magnitude of the winds in the lower thermosphere,508

but does not change their direction. HWM and WACCM-X winds, on the other hand,509

show a region with winter-to-summer circulation which has previously been observed to510

be caused by residual gravity waves during solstices (Qian et al., 2017). HWM primar-511

ily has Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDII) data in this altitude regime. Being a global512

IT model, GITM does not resolve gravity waves. Therefore, it does not have the requi-513

site forcing for this opposite lower thermospheric circulation, and hence relies on real-514

istic boundary conditions. G/NUDGE demonstrates the effect of constraining the winds515

in GITM with WACCM-X up to 140 km. Between 100-120 km, G/NUDGE shows winter-516

to-summer circulation similar to pure WACCM-X and HWM.517

As an aside, during equinoxes (not shown here), GITM simulations continue to show518

the equatorward circulation cells below 120 km. During this time, HWM and WACCM-519

X also show a similar circulation pattern. This has also been previously observed in the520

High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI) and WINDII wind measurements onboard the521

Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) (McLandress et al., 1996; Zhang et al.,522

2007). It is possible that, because of absence of strong residual gravity wave forcing dur-523

ing equinoxes, the centrifugal force dominates the momentum budget in this region at524

equinoxes, resulting in net equatorward winds in the lower thermosphere.525

Figure 5 shows the 60-day-averaged meridional wind for TIDI data near Decem-526

ber and June solstices. In Figure 5a, between 90-100 km, northward winds indicate the527

mesopause summer-to-winter circulation during December solstice. The horizontal line528

at 97 km indicates the lower boundary of GITM. Above 100 km, southward winds de-529

pict the winter-to-summer residual circulation. Similar meridional wind patterns are also530

observed during June solstice in Figure 5b in the opposite direction, potentially signi-531

fying an AO in meridional winds in the lower thermosphere. Recently, Dhadly et al. [2020]532

showed similar oscillations at midlatitudes, as well as an SAO, and high order intra-annual533

oscillations in middle thermospheric in situ measurements of the horizontal neutral winds534

from the Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) accelerom-535

eter. HWM and WACCM-X agree with the TIDI data between 100-120 km, and thus536

nudging the GITM dynamics towards WACCM-X should improve the thermospheric mod-537

eling and SAO in GITM. However, it is worth noting that the magnitude of the winds538

in the winter-to-summer circulation is much larger in TIDI data during both solstices.539

In the next section, we will reveal the effect of different thermospheric dynamics on the540

amplitude and phase of T-I SAO of the simulations.541

3.4 Global Mean Intra-Annual Variations542

Figure 6 reveals the averaged normalized O/N2, TEC, and [O] and ρ at ∼400 km543

for GITM simulations compared with different datasets and models for 2010. This com-544

parison was shown for G/NOSAO and G/MSIS previously in Figure 1. Similar to Fig-545

ure 1, thin lines are the daily averages for all data, and the thicker lines indicate fitted546

values. The parameters are normalized with respect to annual means as specified in equa-547

tion 5. The amplitudes and phases for different model runs and observations are also sum-548

marized in Table 2.549

Figure 6a shows the daily averaged and fitted O/N2. The black line represents the550

averaged O/N2 measurements from GUVI data. The phase of the SAO in G/MSIS and551

G/NOSAO match best with the GUVI data and the MSIS model, with equinoctial max-552

ima. Using MSIS at the lower boundary (G/MSIS) is not enough, as it produces a smaller553

SAO amplitude in comparison to GUVI observations. While WACCM-X [O] compares554

well with SABER in the MLT, using WACCM-X at the lower boundary of GITM (G/WX)555

reverses the phase of SAO in O/N2, shifting the maxima closer to solstices. Using dy-556
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namics from WACCM-X in the lower thermosphere (G/NUDGE) reduces the amplitude557

of this out-of-phase SAO, but does not completely correct it.558

The phase shifts and amplitudes in TEC, and globally averaged [O] and ρ in Fig-559

ures 6b, c and d show similar model differences as the O/N2, with maxima and minima560

for G/WX and G/NUDGE almost midway between solstices and equinoxes. At 400 km,561

the major neutral constituent is O, and thus, ρ primarily represents variations in [O].562

However, for neutral density at 400 km, there are more observational datasets to vali-563

date the simulations against. The densities from Emmert dataset, CHAMP and GRACE564

peak around equinoxes (with an equinoctial asymmetry) similar to that of G/NOSAO565

and G/MSIS. The phase difference of both G/WX and G/NUDGE simulations from G/MSIS566

in these figures is lower when compared to that for O/N2. This hints towards phase pro-567

gression of SAO with altitude in G/WX and G/NUDGE simulations towards equinoc-568

tial maxima due to the effect of thermospheric spoon mechanism. The summer-to-winter569

meridional wind speeds increase with altitude in the lower-middle as shown in Figure570

4, resulting in decrease of solstitial densities relative to equinoctial densities. This will571

be more clear in Figure 7 where we show variations in phase of SAO with altitude.572

The WACCM-X model also has an SAO that is out-of-phase in the lower thermo-573

sphere as seen in O/N2 (Figure 6a). However, it has the correct phase in TEC, [O], and574

ρ at 400 km, with peaks at the equinoxes. This implies that the phase shifts towards equinoc-575

tial maxima in the lower-middle thermosphere. Nudging GITM dynamics to WACCM-576

X up to 140 km reduces the amplitude of oppositely-phased SAO in G/NUDGE, but is577

not enough to completely correct the phase and shift the phase to equinoctial maxima.578

This reduction in the amplitude of the opposite SAO signifies primarily the contribu-579

tion of the lower thermospheric residual circulation. Qian and Yue (2017) showed that580

the residual circulation results in upwelling and reduction of O/N2 in winter, and down-581

welling and its increase in summer. This leads to an overall reduction of the global mean582

O/N2 by 18% during solstices. Comparison of G/NUDGE with G/WX, shows a simi-583

lar reduction in the global mean for all parameters in Figure 6 around both June and584

December solstices. Further explanation of these differences is beyond the scope of this585

manuscript.586

In summary, using WACCM-X at the lower boundary in GITM reverses the phase587

of the SAO in both thermospheric and ionospheric parameters, such that it does not agree588

with the observations, despite the SABER-like [O] distribution at the lower boundary.589

This can be wrongly directly linked with the solstitial peaks in the global mean of [O]590

at 97 km in WACCM-X. However, O is not in diffusive equilibrium above 97 km, but591

in fact is driven by the dynamics and chemistry in the lower thermosphere.592

Figure 7 compares the altitudinal progression of the [O] and ρ SAO amplitudes and593

phases. For [O] at 100 km, MSIS and G/MSIS have the largest amplitude of 15%, with594

maxima at around equinoxes (day 100). Both G/WX, G/NUDGE and the WACCM-595

X model start with a much lower amplitude of around 5%, with maxima near solstices596

(day 10), which are in better agreement with the amplitude and phase of SABER data597

at 100 km. G/NOSAO starts with an amplitude of ∼0. WACCM-X shows a minimum598

at around ∼120 km, above which the amplitude increases monotonously. The amplitude599

of SAO in WACCM-X remains lower than other simulations also causing much lower am-600

plitude in G/NUDGE, at ∼10-15%. WACCM-X transitions from solstitial maxima to601

equinoctial maxima in the 100-200 km altitude region. In the upper thermosphere, G/MSIS,602

G/NOSAO and G/WX have the largest amplitudes of ∼25%, which is greater than that603

of MSIS. Since, there are limited observations of [O] in the thermosphere, there is an un-604

certainty regarding which simulation represents the correct SAO amplitude. A similar605

amplification of the SAO with altitude for different neutral species was depicted by Picone606

et al. (2013) because of the variation in temperature. Thus, it is possible that different607

temperature structure between the simulations leads to different amplification factors608

of the SAO. When considering the importance of SAO at the lower boundary, G/NOSAO609
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catches up with other simulations above 300 km. However, the absence of lower bound-610

ary SAO results in much smaller amplitude below 300 km. Hence, our results indicate611

that it is necessary to have an SAO in composition and winds at the lower boundary of612

IT models for better agreement with the observations in the lower-middle thermosphere,613

otherwise it can lead to underestimation of the SAO in this region. Recent work by Jones Jr.614

et al. (2021) using the TIE-GCM showed that including MSIS2.0 composition improved615

the globally-averaged mass density SAO at 400 km in the TIE-GCM (although the TIE-616

GCM amplitude was notably smaller than observed).617

The phase for [O] largely remains constant with altitude for all of the simulations.618

G/MSIS and G/NOSAO continue to have maxima at equinox in the upper thermosphere,619

which leads the MSIS SAO, as observed previously in Figure 1c. G/WX and G/NUDGE620

have maxima near the solstices progressing towards equinoxes with altitude. As stated621

before, we believe that this is due to the effect of summer-to-winter thermospheric cir-622

culation that pushes the thermosphere towards a more mixed state at solstices. This phase623

progression is most apparent between 100-300 km, above which it does not change much.624

This is because the thermospheric spoon mechanism is more dominant in this altitude625

region. Above ∼300 km, O is in diffusive equilibrium and thus the SAO phase is con-626

stant at higher altitudes.627

Figure 7b shows the variation of SAO phase and amplitude for ρ. Above 200 km,628

O is the major species and hence the SAO in ρ primarily reflects the variations in [O].629

At 100 km, all the simulations start with a maxima at ∼day 90 (equinox) because of the630

dominance of the N2 density. The SAO in ρ for G/MSIS and G/NOSAO has almost a631

constant phase with altitude displaying an equinoctial maxima, fairly consistent with MSIS632

and TIME-GCM simulations by Jones Jr. et al. (2017). Pure WACCM-X also exhibits633

a constant SAO phase above 100 km, peaking at equinox. This is because of the dom-634

inant equinoctial maxima in N2 in the lower-middle thermosphere and equinoctial max-635

ima in [O] above 200 km. In G/WX and G/NUDGE, the phase shifts from equinoctial636

(due to N2) towards solstitial maxima at ∼200-250 km (because of O). The model runs637

that show the correct phase, i.e., the equinoctial peaks (WACCM-X, G/MSIS, G/NOSAO),638

lead all observational datasets (MSIS, CHAMP, GRACE, Emmert data, and GOCE).639

These observational datasets peak at a similar time around ∼day 100, while model sim-640

ulations peak at ∼day 80. The amplitude of the SAO for ρ increases with altitude sim-641

ilar to that of [O]. The amplitude for the GITM simulations reaches a maximum of ∼20%642

and is in better agreement with CHAMP and GRACE, whereas the amplitude is much643

larger in the Emmert and GOCE data. The SAO in temperature at 400 km (not shown644

here) has an amplitude of ∼<3% with phase for G/NOSAO and G/MSIS at ∼day 70-645

80 and at ∼50-60 for G/WX and G/NUDGE.646

A similar analysis was done by Jones Jr. et al. (2017) (see Figure 2) for different647

TIME-GCM simulations. Table 2 shows the SAO amplitudes and phases for standard648

TIME-GCM and TIE-GCM with Qian et al. (2009) eddy diffusion variation (TIE-GCM649

w/ Q09). Comparing with our G/MSIS simulation, for both TEC and ρ at 400 km, G/MSIS650

peaks earlier in the year (day 83) as compared to these two simulations from Jones Jr.651

et al. (2017) (day 106 and 122). The phase of the observations (GPS, CHAMP, GRACE,652

and Emmert dataset) lies between these different models. For the SAO amplitudes, these653

three model runs have larger amplitudes than the GNSS TEC (∼13%). Comparing the654

ρ at 400 km, both TIE-GCM w/ Q09 and G/MSIS agree with the SAO amplitude of CHAMP655

and GRACE (∼16-17%). To further understand the differences between our simulations,656

we will analyze the latitudinal distribution of thermospheric densities in the next sec-657

tion.658
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3.5 Global Distribution659

Figure 8 illustrates the latitudinal distribution of [O] at ∼150 km. G/NOSAO and660

G/MSIS show a similar variation, with equinoctial maxima at lower latitudes. At sol-661

stices, larger [O] is observed in the winter hemisphere because of the interhemispheric662

summer-to-winter circulation. At ∼day 180, by comparing the summer minima in the663

northern hemisphere between these two simulations, we see that G/MSIS has a minima664

spanning a larger latitudinal region. Similar behavior is observed starting from ∼day 350665

in the southern hemisphere. This is because G/MSIS as shown in Figure 3 starts with666

the summer minima and winter maxima at the GITM lower boundary. The interhemi-667

spheric meridional circulation adds to this depletion in summer and accumulation in win-668

ter. This can result in an underestimation and overestimation of [O] in summer and win-669

ter, respectively (Malhotra et al., 2020).670

G/WX and G/NUDGE also show large winter [O]. Thus, GITM is able to reverse671

the opposite latitudinal variation of [O] from larger values in the summer at ∼97 km to672

larger in winter at ∼150 km. There is also an increase in summertime [O], and thus de-673

crease in the summer-to-winter gradient at solstices similar to G/NOSAO. The features674

of primary importance in these figures are the low latitude maxima at solstices in 8c and675

8d that result in the 180◦ phase shift in the global mean SAO (shown in Figure 6). G/NUDGE676

has a similar latitudinal distribution as G/WX, but the absolute [O] densities are much677

larger for both equinoxes and solstices. In Figure 6, the parameters were normalized, lead-678

ing to an overall decrease of the SAO amplitude in G/NUDGE. In contrast with Fig-679

ures 8c and 8d, the WACCM-X model in Figure 8e exhibits stronger winter maxima. How-680

ever, similar to both G/WX and G/NUDGE simulations, the summer-winter gradient681

is low. [O] from MSIS is shown here for consistency. We do not expect MSIS to have the682

correct distribution at these altitudes because of lack of [O] observations. It shows deep683

summer minima at mid-high latitudes that cancels out the winter maxima of the oppo-684

site hemisphere, resulting in equinoctial peaks in the global means.685

Figure 9 shows neutral density at ∼400 km (resembles major species, [O] at 400686

km) from all our model simulations, as well as CHAMP and GRACE observations. The687

high latitude winter maxima observed for [O] at ∼150 km has transitioned to high lat-688

itude summer maxima at ∼400 km in this figure. This is because above ∼300-400 km,689

the effect of larger summer temperatures dominates over that of compositional changes690

due to thermospheric spoon mechanism (J. Emmert, 2015). The ρ for G/WX and G/NUDGE691

have the correct annual oscillation at high latitudes, however, the maxima at lower lat-692

itudes is at solstices, similar to [O] at ∼150 km. Thus, the intra-annual variation in [O]693

stays the same at lower latitudes above ∼150 km. The latitudinal distribution of G/NOSAO694

and G/MSIS agrees with MSIS, CHAMP and GRACE data, with slight phase differences.695

Comparing the absolute values of [O] and ρ in the Figures 8 and 9, it should be noted696

that the difference amongst the various GITM simulations is largest during solstices. Thus,697

major phase differences between the global means of the simulations in Figure 6, arise698

because of a relative increase in low latitude [O] during solstices in the lower thermospheric699

altitude region in G/WX and G/NUDGE.700

It is worth mentioning that the results by a previous study by Malhotra et al. (2020)701

showed that using high summer [O] from WACCM-X at the lower boundary improves702

the O/N2 agreement of GITM with the GUVI data during January and June. The WACCM-703

X driven GITM simulation showed a decreased O/N2 gradient between the summer and704

winter hemispheres. We observe similar results in this study in Figure 8. However, it was705

not inferred from that study that the equatorial increase in [O] has the potential to re-706

verse the global mean SAO. This raises the question, if WACCM-X represents the MLT707

state more accurately, how and why does the phase of T-I SAO reverse in GITM ? What708

are the additional processes in the lower thermosphere that are required to correct this709

discrepancy? We will henceforth look at the differences between the simulations during710

June solstice, when they are the largest.711
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3.6 June solstice712

The panels on the left in Figure 10 show the averaged latitude-height distribution713

for temperature, whereas the panels on the right show the latitudinal gradient in tem-714

perature, for GITM simulations and WACCM-X around June solstice. Positive temper-715

ature gradient signifies larger temperature towards north (summer) and vice-versa. We716

show only G/MSIS and G/WX simulations here because G/MSIS shows a similar dis-717

tribution as the G/NOSAO, and G/NUDGE is similar to WACCM-X. Overall, thermo-718

spheric temperature is larger in GITM than in WACCM-X. In the lower thermosphere,719

between 100-120 km, GITM shows low temperatures at high latitudes. This is because720

of the adiabatic cooling due to equatorward circulation cells shown in Figure 4.721

Above 140 km, WACCM-X has the weakest temperature gradient between the two722

hemispheres. It shows positive temperature gradient at all heights. GITM on the other723

hand shows a large positive gradient in both the hemispheres. As compared to G/MSIS,724

the gradient is lower at equatorial latitudes in G/WX. A possible explanation for this725

difference was discussed by Malhotra et al. (2020). As discussed in that study, high sum-726

mer [O] from WACCM-X at the lower boundary of GITM changes the wind magnitudes727

between 100-120 km. This high summer [O] leads to larger equatorward winds, result-728

ing in more adiabatic cooling. Similarly, lower winter [O] produces relatively slower equa-729

torward winds resulting in less adiabatic cooling. This effect introduced near the lower730

boundary of the model has implications on the temperature structure of the whole ther-731

mosphere, resulting in the lowering of the summer temperature and relative increase in732

the winter temperature, thereby reducing the summer-to-winter gradient. These differ-733

ences in gradients have a direct implication on the meridional and vertical winds, as the734

effectiveness of the thermospheric spoon mechanism depends on the temperature gra-735

dient between the two hemispheres (Jones Jr., Emmert, et al., 2018).736

Figure 11 compares the zonal mean meridional and vertical winds and their vari-737

ations with altitude for G/MSIS and G/WX simulations. The panel on the top (bottom)738

show the meridional (vertical) winds at summer high latitudes, 73◦N. For HWM and WACCM-739

X, only the meridional winds are shown here. Above 120 km, the meridional winds tran-740

sition to the summer-to-winter circulation, and thus are southward. These winter-directed741

meridional winds are accompanied by upwelling in summer (lower panel). The south-742

ward meridional wind and upwelling is the weakest for G/WX simulation because of weaker743

temperature gradient at equatorial latitudes. Above 140 km, WACCM-X (and HWM)744

show large southward winds despite the smaller temperature gradient. It is possible that745

the momentum sources from sub-grid processes, e.g. breaking gravity waves at ∼140 km746

increase the magnitude of interhemispheric winds in WACCM-X. Another possible rea-747

son for weaker GITM winds might be stronger ion drag and viscosity. Note the momen-748

tum terms that contribute to GITM meridional winds were shown in Figure 4 of Malhotra749

et al. (2020). They showed that WACCM-X driven GITM had smaller winter-directed750

pressure gradient force at low latitudes, similar to the results shown in Figure 10. In the751

next section, we analyze the transport terms that contribute to the distribution of [O]752

in the lower thermosphere and provide evidence that low latitude accumulation and in-753

correct global mean SAO in both G/WX and G/NUDGE simulations are linked to weaker754

meridional and vertical winds in the summer hemisphere.755

4 Discussion756

The continuity equation in the vertical direction in GITM can be written as,757

∂Ns
∂t

= −∂ur,s
∂r

(a)

− 2ur
r

(b)

− ur,s
∂Ns
∂r

(c)

+
1

Ns
S(d)s (6)

where758

Ns = ln(Ns) (7)
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Following the notation from Ridley et al. (2006), r is the radial distance measured from759

the center of the Earth. The subscript r denotes the component in the radial direction.760

ur,s is the vertical velocity of species s. Ns is the number density of species s. The source761

term Ss for the species s includes the eddy diffusion and chemical sources and losses. Terms762

(a) and (b) signify the divergence of the vertical velocity and term (c) represents the ver-763

tical advection. Here, we demonstrate these terms only for [O]. For the vertical conti-764

nuity equation, we show the sum of terms (a), (b) and (c). These terms collectively are765

referred to as the transport terms. Amongst the source terms, the eddy diffusion terms766

has negligible effect above 120 km. Eddy diffusion acts on the thermospheric densities767

primarily at ∼100 km, but the effect is much smaller than the transport terms. The chem-768

ical source term for [O] shows equinoctial peaks and thus does not provide an explana-769

tion for the opposite SAO in G/WX and G/NUDGE. This is because of larger chem-770

ical loss of [O] during solstices in G/WX and G/NUDGE simulations relative to other771

simulations and is shown in the supporting information.772

The continuity equation in the horizontal direction is :773

∂Ns
∂t

= −Ns
(

1

r

∂uθ
∂θ

+
1

rcosθ

∂uφ
∂φ
− uθtanθ

r

)(e)

−
(
uθ
r

∂Ns
∂θ

+
uφ
rcosθ

∂Ns
∂φ

)(f)

, (8)

where, θ is latitude, φ is longitude, and the subscripts θ, φ denote the components in the774

respective directions. The first grouping on the right, labeled (e), is the divergence term,775

while the second, labeled (f), is the horizontal advection term. These are added together776

and considered as the horizontal transport terms below.777

Figure 12 shows the latitudinal distribution of the horizontal (top panels) and ver-778

tical transport (bottom panels) terms that lead to the global distribution of [O] at ∼150779

km shown in Figure 8. The panels on the left show the terms for G/MSIS while panels780

on the right are for the G/NUDGE. We only show G/MSIS and G/NUDGE, as we ex-781

pect similar inference for G/NOSAO and G/WX, respectively. The magnitudes are dif-782

ferent for the vertical and horizontal terms because the vertical continuity equation uses783

Ns as shown in equation 7. G/MSIS shows high [O] accumulation in the winter high lat-784

itudes via both horizontal and vertical transport. G/NUDGE shows weaker winter ac-785

cumulation driven exclusively by vertical transport. This is a result of weaker upwelling,786

as shown in Figure 11. Alternatively, the horizontal transport term shows an accumu-787

lation at lower latitudes during solstices. This is because of weaker meridional winds in788

the summer hemisphere for G/WX and G/NUDGE simulations. Since, WACCM-X has789

larger meridional winds, it does not show equatorial accumulation of [O]. It was also demon-790

strated by X. Liu et al. (2014) that horizontal transport affects the peak location of the791

winter He bulge. We infer that weaker interhermispheric meridional transport in the sum-792

mer hemisphere is the primary cause of the equatorial accumulation of [O] at solstices793

and the opposite phase of global mean SAO. Note, we also interpret similar results for794

January solstice (not shown here). The major difference between January and June merid-795

ional winds is that the wind magnitudes are much weaker for January relative to June.796

It can be suggested that since WACCM-X has the right phase of [O] and ρ in the797

upper thermosphere, the nudging altitude in GITM should be increased to above 140 km798

where WACCM-X wind speeds increase to achieve the right phase of SAO. However, the799

WACCM-X model has the wrong SAO phase in the lower thermosphere as observed in800

global mean O/N2. Yue et al. (2019) showed that GUVI data has an SAO in both [O]801

and O/N2 that are in phase between the lower (8.4 × 10−4 Pa) and upper thermosphere802

(6.35 × 10−6 Pa), and have equinoctial peaks. Similar results were also obtained by Yu803

et al. (2020). Using the GITM altitude grid, we estimate 8.4 × 10−4 Pa to be ∼140-160804

km. Even though the phase of the SAO is correct in WACCM-X at 400 km, it is not un-805

til 200 km that the SAO completely transitions from solstitial maxima to equinoctial max-806

ima. GITM on the other hand is unable to correct this as it has lower meridional wind807

speeds and transport. This suggests that there are mechanisms missing in both mod-808

els that could be responsible for the phase transition of the SAO in [O] from solstitial809
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maxima to equinoctial maxima. Jones Jr. et al. (2017) noted that this phase transition810

in the global mean SAO in TIME-GCM occurs between ∼90-100 km. The amplitude of811

the SAO decreases to a minimum at 90 km, which is similar to the low amplitude ob-812

served by SABER in Figure 2d. However, the transition altitude in TIME-GCM is much813

lower, as we still observe solstitial maxima in SABER [O] at 97 km. Considering the re-814

sults by Yue et al. (2019) and Jones Jr. et al. (2017), in order to have the right phase815

of the SAO in integrated O/N2, the global SAO should transition to equinoctial max-816

ima in the lower thermosphere below ∼140 km. However, mechanisms driving this tran-817

sition are not well understood. Jones Jr. et al. (2017) also observed a similar phase re-818

versal between 90-100 km in the advective flux divergence, which was represented by a819

combination of meridional and vertical mean transport. This provides a hint that dy-820

namics in the lower thermosphere might be driving this transition.821

Given the results shown herein, we offer the following thoughts about certain pro-822

cesses that can improve the amplitude and phase of the SAO in IT models such as GITM823

:824

• We introduce a seasonal variation in Kzz at the GITM lower boundary as a pos-825

sible solution. This seasonal variation is similar to that used by Qian et al. (2009)826

in TIE-GCM. Even though seasonally varying Kzz decreases the O/N2 at solstices827

and increases it during equinoxes, it is not enough to completely reverse the phase828

of the oppositely-phased SAO. We also ran a simulation using WACCM-X ver-829

sion 2.1 at the lower boundary of GITM and got similar results as G/WX shown830

in this study. The temporal variation of global mean O/N2 and ρ at 400 km for831

both of these simulations are provided in the supporting information.832

• HWM winds have relatively larger summer-to-winter interhemispheric winds in833

the lower thermosphere. Thus, the lower thermospheric meridional wind magni-834

tudes can be increased in GITM to be in better agreement with HWM. Addition-835

ally, Jones Jr., Emmert, et al. (2018) demonstrated that the thermospheric spoon836

mechanism is most effective in the altitude regime where the thermosphere is tran-837

sitioning from a fully mixed state to that of diffusively separated state. This can838

be achieved by reducing ion drag and/or viscosity in GITM, or nudging the merid-839

ional winds to HWM. The exact magnitude of winds in this region remains to be840

studied as more thermospheric wind observations are made over the next few decades.841

• We also observe that winter-to-summer winds between ∼100-120 km are much larger842

in TIDI data than in HWM and WACCM-X. In our G/NUDGE simulation, we843

found that this circulation results in the lowering of global mean O/N2, [O], ρ dur-844

ing solstices. If this residual circulation in WACCM-X and GITM is more accu-845

rately represented such that the magnitude of the winds are in agreement with846

TIDI data, the solstitial maxima seen in the G/WX and G/NUDGE simulations847

could decrease significantly.848

Thus, the correct lower boundary conditions for GITM should be SABER/WACCM-849

X-like [O], with additional mechanisms that represent the state of lower thermospheric850

dynamics more accurately.851

5 Summary and Conclusions852

The T-I SAO is a large intra-annual density (mass and plasma) variation with max-853

ima during equinoxes and minima during solstices. It is successfully reproduced in most854

global whole atmosphere models. However, IT models need estimates of the MLT state855

via accurate specification of lower boundary conditions for producing the right ampli-856

tude and phase of SAO in the thermosphere. This is especially difficult as there are lim-857

ited global sources to validate the winds, composition, and temperature in the MLT. It858

has recently been shown that lower atmospheric perturbations from gravity waves and859
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tides can affect and improve (in some studies) the modeling of T-I SAO in the global IT860

models. This study explores a possible solution to improving the amplitude and phase861

of T-I SAO in GITM.862

Our results show that GITM successfully reproduces the T-I SAO from first prin-863

ciples when no SAO is present at the lower boundary. This demonstrates that the SAO864

is primarily driven by the internal thermospheric horizontal and vertical transport. Us-865

ing the densities and temperature from MSIS (MSIS-00) and winds from HWM (HWM14)866

at the lower boundary improves the amplitude and phase of SAO, especially in the lower867

thermosphere. However, there are still some disagreements between models and data re-868

garding its phase and amplitude. For example, summer densities are underestimated and869

winter densities are overestimated during solstices, and the phase of SAO in ρ at 400 km870

leads the observations, especially during June and September.871

Another problem is that the lower boundary condition in [O] specified at ∼100 km872

by MSIS does not match data in this region from SABER. The [O] from SABER (at 97-873

100 km) has larger densities at solstices and at summer mid-high latitudes, opposite to874

that of MSIS. It was found that [O] from WACCM-X at ∼100 km matches the data bet-875

ter and was then used as lower boundary condition in GITM. The seasonal and latitu-876

dinal variations of other parameters are the same between MSIS and WACCM-X in this877

altitude region. Using GITM driven by the opposite [O] distribution from WACCM-X878

(G/WX) corrects for the summer-winter gradient. However, it does not improve the SAO879

at higher altitudes, but rather shifts its phase by 180◦, such that the maxima shift to880

the solstices in the thermosphere. This is especially interesting, since the pure WACCM-881

X model has the appropriate phase of the upper thermospheric SAO, when compared882

to data. Nudging the dynamics in GITM towards WACCM-X up to 140 km (G/NUDGE),883

reduces the amplitude of this oppositely-phased SAO, but does not completely correct884

it.885

We reveal that in G/WX and G/NUDGE simulations, the maxima in global mean886

[O] during the solstices are a result of the accumulation of [O] at lower latitudes. We show887

evidence that this is a result of of weaker temperature gradients, and ultimately weaker888

meridional and vertical winds in the summer hemisphere. The pure WACCM-X model889

also has the wrong phase of the SAO in the lower thermosphere, as it transitions from890

solstitial maxima towards equinoctial maxima between the altitudes ranging from 100-891

200 km. Since, several studies have shown that the global mean [O] and O/N2 in the lower892

thermosphere have equinoctial maxima, we suggest that the phase transition from sol-893

stitial to equinoctial maxima in the global mean SAO should occur in the altitude re-894

gion of ∼100-140 km.895

Since the [O] distribution in WACCM-X is correct at 97-100 km, there must be ad-896

ditional mechanisms that decrease solstitial densities and nudge the phase of SAO to-897

wards equinoctial maxima in the lower thermosphere. These could include stronger ther-898

mospheric spoon circulation, stronger lower thermospheric residual circulation during899

solstices, and a seasonal variation in Kzz. It is also possible that sub-grid processes such900

as gravity wave breaking could act as a momentum source for the meridional winds, en-901

hancing the meridional transport during the solstices. The exact mechanisms that drive902

the phase transition of the SAO in the lower thermosphere are currently unknown and903

will be the subject of future studies.904

Our results emphasize the importance of accurate representation of the MLT state905

and dynamics in the lower thermosphere in IT models for better modeling of T-I SAO,906

and thus agree with the appraisal by Picone et al. (2013). We infer that the lower ther-907

mospheric region between 100-150 km is a complex and important region, as this is where908

the effect of the larger scale neutral dynamics is strongest. Finally, as new models and909

datasets are introduced, it becomes crucial to validate them with the older models and910
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datasets; this can help in addressing the gaps in our knowledge of the physical mecha-911

nisms in the IT region.912
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Table 1. GITM Runs

Simulation Density Lower Boundary Condition Winds Lower Boundary Condition

G/MSIS MSIS HWM
G/NOSAO MSIS with AO and SAO set to 0 0

G/WX WACCM-X WACCM-X
G/NUDGE WACCM-X Nudged to WACCM-X till 140 km

Model Run ρ at 400 km O/N2 TEC

SAO Amplitude (%) SAO Phase SAO Amplitude (%) SAO Phase SAO Amplitude (%) SAO Phase

G/NOSAO 18.2 82 3.9 84 12.9 81
G/MSIS 16.6 83 9.6 95 21.0 87
G/WX 18.9 34 23.1 16 25.2 22

G/NUDGE 14.9 38 12.9 19 12.2 46
WACCM-X 10.0 76 4.2 14 9.4 70

MSIS 17.5 104 9.3 100
GRACE 16.2 97
CHAMP 17.3 101

Emmert Dataset 25.6 97
GUVI 18.2 89
GNSS 12.9 95

TIE-GCM, w/ Q09 16.2 122 26.5 129
TIME-GCM Standard 12.8 114 19.7 106

Table 2. SAO and Phase for different model runs and observations. The amplitude is de-

termined by fitting a least squares semiannual variation to the data. Phase is the day of first

maxima. TIE-GCM and TIME-GCM values are from Jones Jr. et al. (2017).
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Figure 1. Diurnally Averaged Normalized a) O/N2, b) TEC, c) ρ at 400 km, for GITM simu-

lations, MSIS and observational datasets. CHAMP and GRACE datasets are normalized to 400

km and averaged for 2007-2010 because of data gaps in 2010. The thin lines indicate the raw

data and the thicker lines indicate the fitted values. The red vertical lines indicate the days of

equinoxes (day 80 and day 266) and solstices (day 172 and 355).
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Figure 2. [O] for SABER in m−3, averaged for 2002-2011, binned by day of the year and lat-

itude a) at 85 km, b) at 97 km. Area-weighted normalized global means spanning ±55◦ c) at 85

km, d) 97 km.
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Figure 3. Diurnally averaged [O] in m−3 for 2010 for a) MSIS, b) WACCM-X at 97 km. c)

Area-weighted globally and diurnally averaged [O] at 97 km. For SABER, the thin black line in-

dicates the raw data and the thicker black line indicates the fitted values. SABER data is similar

to that of Figure 2 and thus is the long-term average for 2002-2011.
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Figure 4. Latitude-Altitude cross-section of zonally and diurnally averaged meridional winds

in m/s for 2010/06/15 - 2010/06/30 for a) HWM, b) WACCM-X, c) G/NOSAO, d) G/MSIS, e)

G/WX , f) G/NUDGE. The negative values depict southward winds. Vectors indicate a sum of

of meridional and vertical winds (scaled by × 50).
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a) 

Figure 5. Averaged meridional winds in m/s for TIDI binned by latitude and altitude for

days of the year a) 300-365 b) 180-240 in 2010. The dashed black horizontal line indicates the

altitude of lower boundary of GITM, ∼97 km.
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Figure 6. Diurnally averaged, normalized (area-weighted) global means a) O/N2, b) TEC, c)

[O] at 407 km, d) ρ at 407 km, for different GITM simulations, WACCM-X model, MSIS, and

observational datasets. The thin lines indicate the raw data and the thicker lines indicate the

fitted values. Similar to Figure 1, CHAMP and GRACE datasets are normalized to 400 km and

averaged for 2007-2010. The red vertical lines indicate the days of equinoxes and solstices.
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Figure 7. SAO Amplitudes and phases with altitude for a) [O] b) ρ, for different GITM sim-

ulations, WACCM-X model, MSIS, and observational datasets. SAO Amplitudes and phases are

calculated from least squares fits to normalized daily averages of Figure 6. The phase signifies

the day of first maximum. The vertical dashed black lines indicate the day of equinox (March 21)

and solstice (June 21).
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Figure 8. Diurnally averaged distribution of [O] with latitude in m−3 at 149 km for 2010 for

a) G/NOSAO, b) G/MSIS, c) G/WX , d) G/NUDGE, e) WACCM-X, f) MSIS empirical model.
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Figure 9. Diurnally averaged distribution of ρ with latitude in m−3 at 400 km for a)

G/NOSAO, b) G/MSIS, c) G/WX , d) G/NUDGE, e) WACCM-X, f) MSIS empirical model.

g) CHAMP, h) GRACE. CHAMP and GRACE datasets are normalized to 400 km and averaged

for 2007-2010.
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Figure 10. Latitude-Altitude cross-section of zonally and diurnally averaged Temperature in

K for 2010/06/15 - 2010/06/30 for a) G/MSIS, c) G/WX, e) WACCM-X. Gradient in Temper-

ature for each corresponding simulation is shown in the panel on the right. A positive gradient

indicates that the temperature is larger towards the north.
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Figure 11. Zonal Averages for a) Meridional Winds and b) Vertical winds in m/s for differ-

ent GITM simulations, WACCM-X and HWM, at 73◦N. The winds are diurnally averaged for

2010/06/15 - 2010/06/30.
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Figure 12. Diurnally averaged (15 day rolling mean) zonal means of transport terms The

panels on the left (right) are for G/MSIS (G/NUDGE). The top (bottom) panels are the hori-

zontal (vertical) transport terms at 149 (123) km.. Vertical transport terms have the units of s−1

and the horizontal transport terms have the units of m−3s−1.
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Figure S1 shows the densities and winds for MSIS and WACCM-X at the lower boundary

of GITM. It demonstrates that the seasonal and latitudinal distribution of these param-

eters is similar between the two models and thus the largest difference between G/MSIS

and G/WX is because of different [O] distributions.

Figure S2 shows the distribution of production and loss terms for O at 149 km for

different GITM simulations. Panels (e), (f), and (g) show the net chemical source term

that is used in the vertical continuity equation. This term is the difference between

the production and loss terms for [O]. It can be inferred from these panels that the
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chemical source term though significant is not the cause of opposite SAO in G/WX and

G/NUDGE simulations, because maxima at equinoxes in the globally averaged source

terms are observed here. This is because of larger losses during solstices in both these

simulations, arising from larger [O] during this time.

Figure S3 shows the intra-annual variations in daily averaged and fitted O/N2 and ρ at

400 km for GITM simulations compared with WACCM-X, MSIS and different datasets.

Here, we show two more simulations than the main manuscript. G/EDDY uses a season-

ally varying eddy diffusion coefficient, Kzz with WACCM-X 2.0 density and dynamics at

the lower boundary of GITM. The seasonal variation in Kzz is similar to that used by

Qian, Solomon, and Kane (2009). In comparison with G/WX, high Kzz in June results

in much larger decrease in O/N2 and ρ than in January, and there is a relative increase

during equinoxes. G/WX 2.1 uses the latest version of WACCM-X, 2.1 and shows similar

results as GITM driven with WACCM-X 2.0 (G/WX).
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Figure S1. Diurnally averaged zonal mean quantities at the lower boundary (98.3 km) for

MSIS in the left panel and WACCM-X in the right panel. (a), (b) N2 density is in m−3. (c), (d)

Temperature is in K. (e), (f) Zonal Wind is in m/s. (g), (h) Meridional wind is in m/s.
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Figure S2. Diurnally averaged zonal mean chemical production ((a) and b)), loss ((c) and

d)) and the difference between production and loss terms ((e) and f)) for O at 149 km. The

panels on the left are for G/MSIS and the panels on the right are for G/WX, g) Global mean of

the difference between production and loss terms for different simulations. The red vertical lines

indicate the days of equinoxes and solstices.
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Figure S3. Diurnally averaged, normalized global means for a) O/N2, b) ρ at 407 km, for

different GITM simulations, WACCM-X model, MSIS, and observational datasets. The thin

lines indicate the raw data and the thicker lines indicate the fitted values. CHAMP and GRACE

datasets are normalized to 400 km and averaged for 2007-2010. The red vertical lines indicate

the days of equinoxes and solstices.
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